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I have missed you all a lot. It took 6,000 years and 60 years of True Parents providence, for us to meet
today. There are many days but what should we call today? 'It is the "Youme no Hi", the day of dreams.
God, our Creator, created all things in the universe and then created the man and woman who would
become humankind's first ancestor. God gave humankind a responsibility called the growth period.
During that period, when responsibilities could be fulfilled they should have become one with Heavenly
Parent, growing in their mind and body in the way of a sunflower until they reached the position to
receive Heavenly Parent's blessing. However, they could not do that and the fallen humankind of today
was born. The eternal Heavenly Parent, who created all things and humankind through his eternal nature,
could not abandon and recreate it. Thus, after the fall of the first human ancestors, God began the
providence of salvation and the providence of salvation through indemnity.

How difficult must it have been that it took the long period of four thousand years. It took four thousand
years before all the wrongdoings that began from individuals could be indemnified and restored and God
could send "his son who has no connection to fallen humankind". The original only begotten Son, Jesus
Christ, the only being with no connection to fallen humankind! However, in the end, he could not fulfill
God's will and died on the cross saying he would return; he would come again. Heaven could not give
birth to the only begotten Daughter from among the Israelites, who had not fulfilled their responsibilities.
Therefore, Heaven searched from among humankind for a good people that attended Heaven the best and
raised them as the Korean people.

However, there were also many ups and downs in the history of the Korean people. Despite the Korean
people never once having invaded or pillaged other nations, they had their difficulties and it was through
this nation that Heaven gave birth to the only begotten Daughter from within a Christian foundation for
the first time in six thousand years. I spoke of the 'Day of Dreams' earlier but it is Heavenly Parent's
dream to become humankind's True Parent. To become the Heavenly Parent on earth through the True
Parents… This is Heavenly Parent's dream and of course True Parents' dream. Although humankind has
been ignorant due to the fall, because they desire peace, it too is the wish of humankind. However, it has
been difficult for Heaven to lay roots in this fallen world.

Heaven has prepared the Christian foundation for two thousand years for this moment, yet Christians do
not know Jesus' essence and cannot properly know Heavenly Parent. They only know God the Father. A
father cannot give birth to all living things on his own. I am saying it is through the mother that living
things are created and born. After many ups and downs, in 1960, we proceeded in the position of True
Parents but the foundation was very weak. That is why I said, "In 1960 True Parents began a marathon
through which they aimed to save the world." Through that marathon which lasted a long 54 years, the
founding year of the Foundation day of Cheon Il Guk was proclaimed on 1.13 (by the lunar calendar) in
2013.

Heavenly Parent's dream and True Parents' dream is for you to attend Heavenly Parent in the earthly
world and become children of love, joy, and praise, who can say "We have realized Heavenly Parent's
original dream". It is, of course, True Parents' dream to realize this Kingdom of Heaven on Earth and it
must become the dream of all Blessed Families especially the 2nd- and 3rd-generation members. Through
the global seven-year course, many nations, righteous people, and religious leaders have come to know
the only begotten Daughter, the True Mother and know how heaven's providence is proceeding. In the
past, people wished to live a good life on earth before dying but now before dying we must live a life in
attendance to Heavenly Parent while still on earth.
Then what must we do? In the past, Adam and Eve became self-centered and fell during the growth
period. However, you must grow united with the only begotten Daughter, True Mother, as a sunflower

would and create a foundation for peace and unity. Until now politicians of all nations, and of course
Christians wished for a world in which all lived well, but they could not achieve peace because they were
not united. It has been 75 years since the UN was established to achieve world peace. Though they have
many member nations we have not seen unity. That is why in every speech I have said that when we look
at our current situation we can see we cannot achieve eternal peace through human-centered efforts,
thoughts, and environments. The beautiful world, the peaceful world, and the Kingdom of Heaven on
Earth our Creator dreamed of was a place God could live together with his beloved sons and daughters
eternally. It is not easy to surpass 100 years of earthly life.

Our Creator, as an eternal being, dreamed of an eternal world. Thus, we must think about how we can
grow, live, and feel during our earthly lives, how we can love one another and unite in offering joy and
praise to Heavenly Parent. We must think "my thoughts are Heavenly Parent's thoughts, what Heavenly
Parent wants I wish to do freely," and live as a filial son or daughter, and loyal patriot in the earthly
world. You must learn this in the earthly world. However, as you know, this nation, the Korean people,
do not know Heaven's providence. They do not know the direction they must go.

Thus we have spent 60 years educating the Korean people through our achievements around the world
and showing the path to unity. Right now Blessed Families must completely become one with me and
show the world "This is the life in the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth which humankind aims for!" Though
as individuals we are weak, when we unite towards one goal and continue to grow, we will absolutely
realize a unified Korea, Heavenly Parent's dream, True Parents' dream and our dream! I did not want you
to forget today so I used Japanese earlier. You are the dream, pride, and happiness of the only begotten
Daughter, the True Mother! I love you! Therefore, this is not the end.
Each minute and second of your time cannot be wasted. A few years ago I said that we live in an era of
one second. And it has become so hasn't it? Especially due to the coronavirus, each nation has created
boundaries but there is still the need for communication. So what has developed? (Media) That's correct!
So now you must study hard too. Why? In order to educate the people of the world, you must know many

things. Why is your earthly life important? It is because it is the place where you realize Heavenly
Parent's wish. You must go to your heavenly life after you have realized this on earth. I proclaimed that I
would dedicate the Cheon Il Sanctum -- where we can attend our Heavenly Parent -- in 2023 and I will do
so. Then no matter how difficult or weary our lives are we cannot complain.

This is because our dreams are even bigger. The more we realize that dream the more blessings we will
receive, so there will be no loss to you. As I meet you today, it has taken 60 years for you to see the True
Parents this closely. You are my sons and daughters, right? Let it not take 60 years like this and let us not
waste even a second. You must show how exciting, grateful, and joyful a life lived in attendance to
Heavenly Parent is. I taught the employees at Cheon Jeon Gung, especially the elder sisters that attend
me. They were not vocalists nor were they good at singing. However, they were able to do well after I had
them practice hard for two months.
There is nothing that cannot be accomplished with effort. Our goal is clear, so we do not have time to
wander. We must rush towards our goal. So, I brought the "Daffodil Team" to show you today. One
human family under Heavenly Parent! A unified Korea is important, but I said I will personally come
forward for [the sake of] world unification. I showed this to the world over the last seven years and
through directly instructing the Mission Headquarters. I have said it is my wish that as soon as possible
not only this nation, but one third of all humankind will come to know Heavenly Parent and the True
Parents and be in the position to receive the Blessing while I am still on earth.

That is why the leaders of this nation and all regions in the world are advancing forward as if their lives
were on the line. If you have a nation should there be many citizens, or only a few? To make those
citizens, though you are still in the process of studying, if you have talent and can work united with the
Mission Headquarters then I will recruit you. I, the only begotten Daughter, the True Mother will wait
with God, in gratitude and praise all day long, for days, for years, for the moment when thanks to you I
will be in the position to tell Him "We have accomplished national restoration and world providence"
You will help, won't you? You have absolute faith, absolute love, absolute obedience, and true love,
right? Thank you.

